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1. INTRODUCTION
Stein estimators or more generally shrinkage estimators have found
many applications. For example, consider the problem of predicting a
multivariate response in a multivariate regression model with many
independent variables. It is well known that in this situation of near multi-
collinearity, the least squares estimator is not an appropriate choice. There
remains only two choices: either use the principal component method or
the shrinkage estimator. The shrinkage estimators are, however, very
attractive because of many theoretical properties such as lower mean
squared error than the least squares method. Shrinkage estimators have
recently been studied in these situations by Breiman and Friedman (1997)
and Srivastava and Solanky (1999). It has been shown in Srivastava and
Solanky (1999) that shrinkage estimators of Bilodeau and Kariya (1989)
and Konno (1991) perform much better than the least squares estimator.
Other applications include predicting batting average of baseball players
and estimating the Toxoplamosis prevalence rates by Efron and Morris
(1975), estimating income of small places by Fay and Herriot (1979),
predicting county crop areas by Battese et al. (1985) and estimating the
cancer mortality rates by Tsutakawa et al. (1985).
In mixed linear models (variance components models), shrinkage
estimators are also characterized as two-stage or empirical best linear
unbiased predictors (BLUP). Peixoto and Harville (1986) showed that the
famous James–Stein estimator is just the two-stage BLUP in the problem
of predicting the sum of the grand mean and the random effects in a
balanced one-way random effect model. Thus the James–Stein estimator or
more generally shrinkage estimators are natural procedures in these situa-
tions especially in small area estimation problems. The shrinkage estimator
or BLUP pools the estimates for small areas and thus provides a smooth
and stable estimator. The accuracy is also increased and thus provides
more efficient estimator in terms of MSE than the least squares estimator
(LSE). It is, however, important to investigate the extent of stability and
the improvement in MSE over the LSE. Thus estimates of MSE and risks
are required to achieve this goal. Prasad and Rao (1990), Kleffe and Rao
(1992) and Harville and Jeske (1992) obtained unbiased estimators of asymp-
totically approximated MSE of the estimators in the general mixed linear
models. In one-way fixed effects models, Stein (1973), Efron and Morris
(1976), Bilodeau and Srivastava (1988), and Carter et al. (1990) derived
unbiased estimators of the MSE’s or MSE matrix of shrinkage estimators.
The unbiased estimators of the MSE or MSE matrix have, however, one
shortcoming: they take negative values with positive probability as
illustrated at the end of Section 2.1. Truncating it at zero is not a desirable
solution since then MSE or risk will be estimated by zero. Venter and Steel
(1990) considered another truncated estimator for the risk of the positive-
part Stein estimator and showed numerically its superiority over UMVU
estimators. But a systematic theoretical study is lacking although some
related estimating problems of loss functions have been analytically studied
by Johnston (1987), Rukhin (1987), and Lu and Berger (1989).
The objective of this paper is to present estimators of the risk, risk
difference and mean squared error matrix, etc., which are better than the
UMVU estimators in terms of the MSE or the MSE matrix and take
positive values with probability one. To obtain exact results for the domi-
nance properties, we deal with a simple canonical form which includes
linear regression models, one-way fixed effects models and others.
In Section 2, we consider the estimation of a risk function of the Stein
type shrinkage estimators with respect to a scale-invariant loss function,
and propose positive truncated estimators improving on the UMVU
estimator of the risk. Also the problem of estimating the MSE matrix
divided by a dispersion parameter is treated, and improved positive proce-
dures are derived. In Section 3, we propose estimators for the difference of
the MSE/MSE matrices of shrinkage estimators and the maximum
likelihood estimator. In Section 4, we discuss the problem of estimating the
MSE and MSE matrix of the shrinkage estimators.
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2. IMPROVED NON-NEGATIVE ESTIMATORS OF THE RISK
2.1. Notations and Unbiased Estimators of the Risk
Let X=(X1, ..., Xp)Œ be a p-dimensional random vector distributed as
normal with mean vector h and covariance matrix s2I, denoted by
Np(h, s2I). Let S be distributed as s2q
2
n, where q
2
n denotes a chi-square
distribution with n degrees of freedom. It will be assumed that X and S are
independently distributed and that p \ 3. Consider the problem of estimat-
ing h by an estimator d with an invariant loss function given by
LI(h, d)=||d−h||2/s2=L(h, d)/s2, where ||z||2=zŒz for column vector
z ¥ Rp. The risk function of d is given by
RI(d) — E[LI(h, d)]=(s2)−1 E[L(h, d)] — (s2)−1 R(d), say. (2.1)
Stein-type estimators that have smaller risks than the maximum likelihood
(ML) and UMVU estimator X is given by
dg={1−g(W)/W} X for W=||X||2/S,
where the shrinkage function g(w) satisfies the conditions (a) g(w) is
absolutely continuous and non-decreasing, and (b) 0 < g(w) [ 2k for k
defined by k=(p−2)/(n+2).
The estimator proposed by James and Stein (1961), denoted by dJS is
obtained by putting g(w)=k and the positive rule estimator denoted by
dS+ is obtained by choosing g(w)=min{k, w}. The risk function for the
ML estimator d=X is given by RI(X)=p, and from Efron and Morris
(1976), the risk function for the Stein-type estimators dg is given by RI(dg)=
p−E[a(W)] where
a(W)=2(p−2) g(W)/W−(n+2) g2(W)/W+4gŒ(W)+4g(W) gŒ(W).
(2.2)
Since (X, S) is sufficient and complete for (h, s2), the Lehmann and Scheffe
theorem is used to show that the UMVU estimator of RI(dg) is given by
RˆUBI (dg)=p−a(W), (2.3)
which can take negative values with positive probability. For example,
consider the case when g(W)=k, giving the James–Stein estimator. For
this case, a(W)=k(p−2)/W and hence for W< k(p−2)/p, p−a(W) < 0.
Since W can be less than k(p−2)/p with positive probability, the UMVU
estimator will be negative with positive probability. Truncating it at zero
will give a biased estimator with smaller mean squared error than the above
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UMVU estimator but this estimator of the risk will take zero value with
positive probability, an undesirable feature, see Section 4.
Thus, the first objective of this section is to propose an improved positive
estimator of RI(d) that has smaller mean squared error than the UMVU
estimator. These results are generalized to the situation where the covari-
ance matrix of the random vector X is an unknown p×p positive definite S
which is estimated by a p×p random symmetric matrix S being distributed
asWp(S, n), n \ p, independently of X.
The second objective is to consider the problem of estimating the MSE
matrix divided by s2, namely,
MI(dg) — s−2E[(dg−h)(dg−h)Œ] — s−2M(dg), say, (2.4)
and to propose positive estimators improving on the UMVU estimator.
Following Bilodeau and Srivastava (1988) and Efron and Morris (1976),
the UMVU estimator for MI(dg) is provided by
MˆUBI (dg)={1−2g(W)/W} I+b(W) XXŒ/||X||2, (2.5)
where, for gŒ(W)=dg(W)/dW,
b(W)=4g(W)/W+(n+2) g2(W)/W−4gŒ(W)−4g(W) gŒ(W). (2.6)
For the case of the James–Stein estimator dJS=(1−k/W) X, the UMVU
estimator of MI(dJS) simplifies to, see Bilodeau and Srivastava (1988),
MˆUBI (d
JS)=Ip−2kW−1Ip+(p+2) kW−1XXŒ ||X||−2
=CŒ[(1+pkW−1) E11+(1−2kW−1)(Ip−E11)] C, (2.7)
where C is a p×p orthogonal matrix such that CX=(||X||, 0, ..., 0)Œ and E11
is a p×p matrix which has one for (1, 1)-element and zero for the others.
This expression indicates that the first (largest) eigenvalue is much larger
than one for smallerW and others have possibilities of taking unreasonable
negative values.
The problems of estimating RI(dg) and MI(dg) are discussed in Sections
2.2 and 2.3, and the estimations of the MSE R(dg) and the MSE matrix
M(dg) are treated in Section 4.
We conclude this section with two remarks and an example. The distri-
butional assumption described in the beginning of this section is a canoni-
cal form of linear regression model y=Ab+e where y is an N-dimensional
observed vector, A is a design matrix of rank p, b is a p-dimensional
unknown coefficient vector and e is a random error vector with
e ’ NN(0, s2I) for unknown disturbance s2. The variables X, h, S
and n given in this section correspond to (AŒA)−1/2 AŒy, (AŒA)1/2 b,
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yŒ(I−A(AŒA)−1 AŒ) y and N−p. Thus, the estimation of the regression
coefficient b in the linear regression model is a typical example of this
paper.
We shall also give a remark on the estimation of the risk and risk matrix
of the Lindley type estimator dL=X−k1S ||X−X¯ jp ||−2 (X−X¯ jp) where
k1=(p−3)/(n+2), X¯=p−1;pi=1 Xi and jp=(1, ..., 1)Œ ¥ Rp. While dJS
shrinks X towards zero, dL gives an estimate shrunk to the total mean X¯,
and it is practically useful when h is in a neighborhood of the constraint
h1=·· ·=hp. More generally, let V and P be an r-dimensional subspace
and the projection matrix on V. Then the estimator shrunk towards V is
given by dJS(V)=X−krS ||(I−P) X||−2 (I−P) X for kr=(p−r−2)/(n+2).
Let H=(H1, H2) be a p×p matrix such that Ip−P=H diag (Ip−r, 0r) HŒ
and H1 is a p×(p−r) matrix. Putting y=H
−
1X and b=H
−
1h, the
risk RI(dJS(V)) and the risk matrix MI(dJS(V)) can be expressed by
RI(dJS(V))=r+E[||y−krS|| y ||−2y−b||2]/s2 and MI(dJS(V))=H diag
(D, Ir)HŒ where D=E[{y−krS ||y||−2 y−b}{y−krS ||y||−2 y−b}Œ]/s2. Hence,
all the results given in this paper can be applied to the Lindley type
estimators dL and dJS(V).
Before deriving the results of this section, we shall apply these results to
an interesting problem of predicting the batting averages of baseball
players considered by Efron and Morris (1975) who used Lindley’s
estimator for the prediction. The data consist of 45 official at bats for the
1970 season for eighteen players, see Table I of Efron and Morris (1975).
The unbiased estimate (2.3) of the MSE in this case is the same as the
truncated estimate (2.11) proposed in this paper. This value is given by
6.138. However, the unbiased estimate of the MSE matrix given in (2.7) has
the unpleasant feature of having negative eigenvalue since, in this example,
k=18−3=15, W=18.968 and 1−2kW−1=−0.582. Thus, this estimate
cannot be used for, say, obtaining confidence intervals using Lindley’s
estimator. Truncating at zero is not a solution either since it will produce a
singular matrix. Clearly, then the proposed truncated estimator given in the
equation (2.22) is not only desirable but is an efficient estimator with
smaller mean square error than the UMVU estimator given in (2.7). For
the truncated estimator, we use the value 0.111 in place of the negative
values.
Next, we consider the same example but without the top and bottom
players. The unbiased estimate of the MSE from (2.3) is 1.866 but from the
truncation method of this paper given in (2.11), it is 2.00. Clearly the
unbiased estimator underestimates the MSE. Furthermore, 1−2kW−1=
−1.174, negative in this case as well. Thus, again this estimate of the MSE
matrix cannot be used in constructing confidence intervals using Lindley’s
estimator. From (2.22), we get the truncated value 0.125 for this
quantity providing a positive definite estimate of the MSE matrix. We
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believe that the need of such a positive definite estimator of the MSE
matrix has been felt for a long time.
2.2. Estimation of RI(dg)
Let ap, n=El=0[a(W)]=>.0 >.0 a(u/v) fp(u) fn(v) du dv where l=||h||2/s2,
and fp(u) and fn(v) denote densities of chi-square distributions with p and
n degrees of freedom, respectively. Our aim in this section is to provide an
improved positive estimator of RI(dg) over the UMVU estimator Rˆ
UB
I (dg)=
p−a(W) for a(W) given by (2.2). We propose a class of estimators of the
type
RˆI(f; dg)=p−a(W) f(W), (2.8)
where f(w) is an absolutely continuous and nondecreasing function of w. It
may be noted that the probability of RˆUBI (dg) taking negative values
decreases as W increases. Thus, we must have limwQ. f(w)=1 and for
other values it should be smaller than one. These conditions are given in
Theorem 1, under which it is shown that RˆI(f; dg) has a smaller mean
squared error E[{RˆI(f; dg)−RI(dg)}2] than the UMVU estimator Rˆ
UB
I (dg).
Theorem 1. Assume that E[{RˆUBI (dg)}
2] <., RI(dg) <. and p \ 3.
Assume that
(a) a(w) is nonincreasing in w,
(b) f(w) is absolutely continuous, nondecreasing in w and limwQ.
f(w)=1,
(c) f(w) \ fTR(w) where fTR(w)=min{1, ap, n/a(w)}.
Then RˆI(f; dg) dominates Rˆ
UB
I (dg).
Kubokawa (1988) showed that the condition (a) implies the mono-
tonicity of the risk function, so that (a) guarantees that El[a(W)] \
El=0[a(W)]=ap, n (also see Casella (1990)). It can be seen that the condi-
tion (a) is satisfied for the James–Stein estimator dJS with g(w)=k and the
positive-part Stein estimator dS+ with g(w)=min(k, w). For the James–
Stein estimator dJS, it is seen that ap, n=(p−2) kE[q
2
n/q
2
p]=nk. For the
positive-part Stein estimator dS+, ap, n is written by
ap, n=El=0[(p−2) kW−1I(W > k)+{2p−(n−2) W} I(W [ k)]
=nk+El=0[{2p−(n−2) W−(p−2) kW−1} I(W [ k)]
=nk+
1
B(p/2, n/2)
F.
1/k
32p−n−2
x
−(p−2) kx4 xn/2−1
(1+x)(p+n)/2
dx,
(2.9)
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TABLE I
Values of ap, n for the Estimator dS+
p
n 3 5 7 10 20
3 0.8629 2.2796 3.6418 5.6639 12.3671
5 1.0195 2.6770 4.2649 6.6186 14.4141
7 1.1053 2.8914 4.5983 7.1261 15.4924
10 1.1795 3.0749 4.8819 7.5552 16.3963
which is computed based on numerical integration. For the third equality,
we made the transformation xu=v with udx=dv for u=q2p and v=q
2
n
and integrated out the joint density with respect to u. The values of ap, n
computed by using the MATHEMATICA are given in Table I for
p=3, 5, 7, 20, and n=3, 5, 7, 20.
The monotonicity and boundedness of g(w) stated in Section 2.1 implies
that limwQ. gŒ(w)=0 or limwQ. a(w)=0. From this fact and the condi-
tion (a), the truncated function fTR(w) given in Theorem 1 satisfies the
condition (b). Since fTR(w) clearly satisfies the condition (c), we get the
following improved estimator under the condition (a):
RˆTRI (dg)=RˆI(f
TR; dg)=p−a(W) fTR(W)
=max{p−a(W), p−ap, n}. (2.10)
Since p−ap, n is the value of risk RI(dg) at l=0, Rˆ
TR
I (dg) is always positive.
Hence RˆTRI (dg) is eliminating the drawback of the unbiased estimator
RˆUBI (dg) as well as improving upon it. For the James–Stein estimator,
RˆTRI (d
JS) is given by
RˆTRI (d
JS)=max{RˆUBI (d
JS), 2(n+p)/(n+2)}. (2.11)
It is seen that E[{RˆTRI (d
JS)}2] <. for p \ 1 while the condition that p \ 5
is required for E[{RˆUBI (d
JS)}2] <.. The truncated rule (2.10) is also
reasonable because the parameter space of RI(dg) is restricted to the
interval [p−ap, n, p]. This fact was indicated by Venter and Steel (1990),
who considered such a truncated estimator for the risk reduction El[a(W)]
of dS+ and revealed numerically the superiority of it.
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The condition (a) about the monotonicity of a(w) may be restrictive. If
the conditions in Theorem 1 cannot be verified, then one can get the simple
non-negative improved estimator
[RˆUBI (dg)]
+
c=˛ RˆUBI (dg) if RˆUBI (dg) \ 0,−RˆUBI (dg) if −c [ RˆUBI (dg) < 0,
c if RˆUBI (dg) < −c,
where c is a non-negative constant suitably chosen. When c=0, [RˆUBI (dg)]
+
0
is a procedure truncated at zero. When c > 0 and P[RˆUBI (dg)=0]=0,
then [RˆUBI (dg)]
+
c is almost surely positive. Practically small c > 0 should be
chosen, but the choice includes the arbitrariness.
More generally, we consider the problem of estimating positive param-
eter a by estimator aˆ. If aˆ take negative values with positive probability, we
can consider non-negative estimator
[aˆ]+c=˛ aˆ if aˆ \ 0,− aˆ if −c [ aˆ < 0,
c if aˆ < −c.
(2.12)
Proposition 1. The non-negative estimator [aˆ]+c is better than aˆ in
terms of the MSE criterion.
This proposition can be shown easily. Denote the set of −c [ aˆ < 0 and
the set of aˆ < −c by A1 and A2, respectively. Let IAi be the indicator
function for i=1, 2. Then the risk difference is written by
E[(aˆ−a)2]−E[([aˆ]+c −a)
2]=E[(aˆ−[aˆ]+c )(aˆ+[aˆ]
+
c −2a)]
=E[(aˆ−(−aˆ))(aˆ+(−aˆ)−2a) IA1]
+E[(aˆ−c)(aˆ+c−2a) IA2],
both of which can be seen to be nonnegative by taking the definitions of A1
and A2 into account.
We here provide the results of Monte Carlo simulation for the MSE of
the estimators of the risks. For the estimation of the risk of the James–
Stein estimator dJS, we first compute the values of RI(dJS) based on
100,000 replications and then obtain the values of E[{RˆI(dJS)−RI(dJS)}2]
based on 50,000 replications. Three types of estimators RˆUBI (d
JS), RˆTRI (d
JS)
and [RˆUBI (d
JS)]+c , denoted by UB, TR and NN(c), are treated for
c=0.0, 0.5 and 1.0. Figure 1 illustrates the MSE behaviors of the estima-
tors where p=10, n=3, s2=1 and hi=(i/10) t for i=1, ..., p and
0 [ t [ 10. This figure reveals that
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FIG. 1. MSE of estimators RˆUBI (d
JS), RˆTRI (d
JS), and [RˆUBI (d
JS)]+c for c=0.0, 0.5, 1.0,
n=3, and p=10. (These estimators are denoted by UB, TR, and NN(c) in the figure.)
(1) the MSE of each estimator is decreasing in t or the noncentrality
parameter l=||h||2/s2,
(2) RˆTRI (d
JS) has the best performance among the five estimators and
a significant risk gain at t=0,
(3) RˆTRI (d
JS) dominates [RˆUBI (d
JS)]+c , being better than Rˆ
UB
I (d
JS),
(4) three estimators [RˆUBI (d
JS)]+c with c=0.0, 0.5 and 1.0 has similar
MSE performances.
These observations propose the use of the truncated estimator RˆTRI (d
JS).
A similar simulation is carried out to study the MSE behaviours of
estimators RˆUBI (d
S+), RˆTRI (d
S+) and [RˆUBI (d
S+)]+c , denoted by UB, TR and
NN(c), for c=0.0, 0.5 and 1.0. Figures 2 and 3 provide their MSE
behaviors for p=3 and p=10, respectively. They demonstrate that the
performance is similar to the case of dJS. These figures also indicate the
superiority of RˆTRI (d
S+).
The monotonicity of the MSE’s of the estimators is one of the
remarkable properties observed from Figs. 1, 2, and 3. This property can
be also verified analytically for the MSE of RˆUBI (d
JS) for the James–Stein
estimator dJS given by dJS=(1−kW−1) X for k=(p−2)/(n+2), for which
the UMVU estimator of the risk is given by RˆUBI (d
JS)=p−(p−2) kW−1
forW=||X||2/S.
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FIG. 2. MSE of estimators RˆUBI (d
S+), RˆTRI (d
S+), and [RˆUBI (d
S+)]+c for c=0.0, 0.5, 1.0,
n=3 and p=3. (These estimators are denoted by UB, TR, and NN(c) in the figure.)
The MSE of RˆUBI (d
JS) is given by
MSE(RˆUBI (d
JS), l)=E[{RˆUBI (d
JS)−E[RˆUBI (d
JS)]}2]
=(p−2)2 k2E[{W−1−E[W−1]}2]
=n(p−2)2 k2E[(n+2) ||X||−4−n{E[||X||−2]}2],
where ||X||2 is distributed as a noncentral chisquare with p degrees of
freedom and noncentrality parameter l=||h||2/s2. For the non-central
chi-square random variable q2p(l), we note that
E[h(q2p(l))]=E
J
l[E[h(q
2
p+2j) | J=j]]=E
J
l[E[h(q
2
p+2J) | J]], (2.13)
where J follows a Poisson distribution with mean l/2. Thus, the MSE of
RˆUBI (d
JS) is given by
MSE(RˆUBI (d
JS), l)
=c2n{E[(n+2)(p−2+2J)−1 (p−4+2J)−1]−n(E[(p−2+2J)−1])2}
for c=(p−2)2/(n+2), which gives MSE(RˆUBI (d
JS), 0)=2n(p−2)2 (n+
p−2)/{(n+2)2 (p−4)}. Differentiating MSE(RˆUBI (d
JS), l) with respect to
l gives
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FIG. 3. MSE of estimators RˆUBI (d
S+), RˆTRI (d
S+), and [RˆUBI (d
S+)]+c for c=0.0, 0.5, 1.0,
n=3 and p=10.
c2n
2
{(n+2) E[(p−2+2J)−1 {(p+2J)−1−(p−4+2J)−1}]
−2nE[(p−2+2J)−1] E[(p+2J)−1−(p−2+2J)−1]}
[ 2c2n2{−E[(p+2J)−1 (p−2+2J)−1 (p−4+2J)−1]
+E[(p−2+2J)−1] E[(p+2J)−1 (p−2+2J)−1]},
which is not positive, since (p−2+2J)−1 and (p+2J)−1 (p−2+2J)−1 are
decreasing in J. This demonstrates that MSE(RˆUBI (d
JS), l) is decreasing in
l, see Kubokawa (1988, Lemma 2) for a similar result.
Proof of Theorem 1. Letting C(RˆI(f))=E[{RˆI(dg; f)−RI(dg)}2]=
E[{a(W) f(W)−E[a(W)]}2], we can apply the IERD (integral expression
of risk difference) method given by Kubokawa (1994, 1998, 1999). From the
condition (b), we note that f(.)=1 and hence the risk difference between
the UMVUE and the proposed estimator is
C(RˆUBI )−C(RˆI(f))
=E[{a(W) f(.)−E[a(W)]}2]−E[{a(W) f(W)−E[a(W)]}2]
=E[{a(W) f(tW)−E[a(W)]}2|.t=1].
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Then from the absolute continuity of f(w), we have that
C(RˆUBI )−C(RˆI(f))
=E 5F.
1
d
dt
{a(W) f(tW)−E[a(W)]}2dt6
=2E 5F.
1
{a(W) f(tW)−E[a(W)]} a(W) fŒ(tW) Wdt6
=2 FFF.
1
3a 1u
v
2 f1 t u
v
2−E[a(W)]4 a 1u
v
2 fŒ 1 t u
v
2 u
v
×dtfp(u; l) fn(v) du dv, (2.14)
where fp(u; l) and fn(v) denote the densities of ||X||2/s2 and S/s2, respec-
tively. Making the transformations w=(t/v) u with dw=(t/v) du and
z=w/t with dz=(w/t2) dt in turn, we can rewrite (2.14) as
2 FFF.
1
3a 1w
t
2 f(w)−E[a(W)]4 a 1w
t
2 fŒ(w) vw
t2
fp 1vwt ; l2 fn(v) dt dv dw
=2 FFFw
0
{a(z) f(w)−E[a(W)]} a(z) fŒ(w) vfp(vz; l) fn(v) dz dv dw.
When fŒ(w)=0, C(RˆUBI )=C(RˆI(f)). When fŒ(w) > 0, it suffices to show
that
f(w) \
El[a(W)] Ev[>w0 a(z) vfp(vz; l) dz]
Ev[>w0 a2(z) vfp(vz; l) dz]
, (2.15)
where Ev[ · ] designates the expectation with respect to v. Note that a(w) is
non-increasing in w from condition (a), and hence >w0 a(z) vfp(vz; l) dz/
>w0 a2(z) vfp(vz; l) dz [ sup0 < z < w {1/a(z)}=1/a(w), and
El[a(W)]=El[a(q
2
p(l)/q
2
n)]=E
J
l[E[a(q
2
p+2j/q
2
n) | J=j]]
=EJl[E[a(q
2
p/q
2
n+q
2
2j/q
2
n) | J=j]]
[ El=0[a(q2p/q2n)]=ap, n,
where J is a random variable following Poisson law Po(l/2). Thus, the
right side of (2.15) is less than ap, n/a(w). Hence, when fŒ(w) > 0 and f(w) \
ap, n/a(w), the condition (2.15) is satisfied. Therefore, C(Rˆ
UB
I )−C(RˆI(f))
\ 0 in this case thereby proving Theorem 1. L
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2.3. Estimation ofMI(dg)
We next consider the problem of estimating the MSE matrix divided by
s2, namely, MI(dg)=s−2E[(dg−h)(dg−h)Œ]. As seen in (2.7), the UMVU
estimator MˆUBI (d
JS) for the James–Stein estimator dJS takes negative eigen
values with positive probability. The object of this section is to obtain
estimators not only eliminating this shortcoming but also improving upon
the UMVU estimator.
More generally, we consider finding an estimator better than the
unbiased estimator MˆUBI (dg) given by (2.5) for the general type of estimator
dg. For this purpose, the estimator we look into is of the form
MˆI(k; dg)=Ip−2
g(W)
W
k(W) 1 Ip− XXŒ||X||22−2 g(W)W XXŒ||X||2+b(W) XXŒ||X||2
=CŒ[{1−2g(W) W−1+b(W)} E11
+{1−2g(W) W−1k(W)}(I−E11)] C, (2.16)
where
b(W)=4g(W)/W+(n+2) g2(W)/W−4gŒ(W)−4g(W) gŒ(W), (2.17)
and C and E11 as defined in (2.7). Since only the smallest (p−1) eigen
values of MˆUBI (dg) can take negative values with positive probability, the
shrinkage function k(w) is needed only for these (p−1) eigenvalues. To
investigate the dispersion of MˆI(k; dg), the MSE criterion E[tr(MˆI(k; dg)−
MI(dg))2] is utilized. Let
bp, n=sup
j \ 0
{bp, n(2j)},
bp, n(2j)=E[2g(q
2
p+2j/q
2
n) q
2
n/q
2
p+2j−(p+2j)
−1 b(q2p+2j/q
2
n)],
(2.18)
where q2p+2j and q
2
n are independently distributed as chi-square distribu-
tions with p+2j and n degrees of freedom.
Theorem 2. Assume that p \ 3, E[tr{MˆUBI (dg)}2] <. andMI(dg) <..
Assume the following conditions:
(a) g(w)/w is nonincreasing in w,
(b) E[b(q2p+2j/q
2
n)] \ 0 for any j \ 0,
(c) k(w) is nondecreasing in w and limwQ. k(w)=1,
(d) k(w) \ kTR(w), where kTR(w)=min{1, bp, nw/[2g(w)]}.
Then MˆI(k; dg) dominates Mˆ
UB
I (dg).
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It will be easy to check the condition (a), but it may be troublesome to
check the condition (b) and to get the value of bp, n for various shrinkage
estimators dg. However, it is easily seen that the James–Stein estimator dJS
satisfies (a) and (b). For the derivation of bp, n, the following expression
may be helpful. For RˆUBI (dg) and Mˆ
UB
I (dg), we note the relation given by
RˆUBI (dg)=tr Mˆ
UB
I (dg)=p−2pg(W)/W+b(W), which is used to get
bp, n(2j)=E[2g(Wj)/Wj−(p+2j)−1 {Rˆ
UB
I (dg)−p+2pg(Wj)/Wj}]
=2j(p+2j)−1 E[2g(Wj)/Wj]+(p+2j)−1 {p−RI(dg)}, (2.19)
forWj=q
2
p+2j/q
2
n. For d
JS, we get
bp, n(2j)=
2j
p+2j
2kn
p−2+2j
+
1
p+2j
(p−2) kn
p−2+2j
=
(p−2+4j) nk
(p+2j)(p−2+2j)
[
nk
p
=bp, n, (2.20)
where the equality is attained at j=0 and j=2. For other estimators,
however, it is hard to derive explicit values of bp, n. We will need a compu-
tational help for maximizing bp, n(2j) numerically. For the positive-part
Stein estimator dS+, by the same arguments as in (2.9), bp, n(2j) is
written by
bp, n(2j)=E 512− p+2p+2j2 kWj I(Wj > k)+12− n−2p+2j Wj 2 I(Wj [ k)6
=
nk(p−2+4j)
(p+2j)(p−2+2j)
+E 532− n−2
p+2j
Wj−2
k
Wj
+
p+2
p+2j
k
Wj
4 I(Wj [ k)6
=
nk(p−2+4j)
(p+2j)(p−2+2j)
+
1
B((p+2j)/2, n/2)
×F.
1/k
32− n−2
p+2j
1
x
−2kx+
p+2
p+2j
kx4 xn/2−1
(1+x)(p+2j+n)/2
dx,
which is computed based on numerical integration. Computing the values
of bp, n(2j) based on the MATHEMATICA for p=3, 5, 7, 10, 20 and
n=3, 5, 7, 10, all the values of bp, n are attained at j=0, that is,
bp, n=bp, n(0) in (2.18). The values of bp, n are given in Table II .
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TABLE II
Values of bp, n for the Estimator dS+
p
n 3 5 7 10 20
3 0.2876 0.4559 0.5202 0.5663 0.6183
5 0.3398 0.5354 0.6092 0.6618 0.7207
7 0.3684 0.5782 0.6569 0.7126 0.7746
10 0.3931 0.6149 0.6974 0.7555 0.8198
Under the conditions (a) and (b), we get, from (2.16), the improved
estimator
MˆTRI (dg)=MˆI(k
TR; dg)
=max{1−2g(W)/W, 1−bp, n} Ip+2g(W) W−1kTR(W) XXŒ ||X||−2
−2g(W) W−1XXŒ ||X||−2+b(W) XXŒ ||X||−2
=CŒ[{1−2g(W)/W+b(W)} E11
+max{1−2g(W)/W, 1−bp, n}(I−E11)] C. (2.21)
The corresponding James–Stein estimator is given by
MˆTRI (d
JS)=CŒ 511+pk
W
2 E11+max 31−2kW , 2(n+p)p(n+2)4 (Ip−E11)6 C, (2.22)
which is positive definite as well as better than the UMVU estimator (2.7).
From (2.21) it is seen that the eigen values of MˆTRI (dg) other than the
first eigen value are non-negative if 1−bp, n \ 0. We here state a note con-
cerning the constant bp, n. When h=0, the density of each Xi is symmetric
around zero. Hence for i ] j, Eh=0[b(||X||2/S) XiXj/||X||2]=0. Also, when
h=0, the marginal distribution of X2i /||X||
2 is the same for each i, i=
1, ..., p. Thus, 1=Eh=0[(X
2
1+·· ·+X
2
p)/||X||
2]=pEh=0[X
2
i /||X||
2], giving
Eh=0[X
2
i /||X||
2]=1/p. Furthermore, under h=0, ||X||2 is sufficient and
complete for s2 and hence from Basu’s theorem, X2i /||X||
2, i=1, ..., p, are
independent of ||X||. Thus we have
Eh=0[b(||X||2/S) XXŒ/||X||2]
=Eh=0[b(||X||2/S) diag(X
2
1/||X||
2, ..., X2p/||X||
2)]
=E[b(q2p/q
2
n) p
−1Ip]. (2.23)
From (2.5), (2.18), and (2.23), it follows that El=0[Mˆ
UB
I (dg)]=
{1−bp, n(0)} Ip, the value of the MSE matrixMI(dg) at l=0 or h=0. This
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means that 1−bp, n(0) > 0. If we can choose bp, n in (2.18) as bp, n=bp, n(0),
then the smallest (p−1) eigen values of MˆTRI (dg) are always positive. The
inequality (2.20) and Table II imply that bp, n=bp, n(0) for dJS and dS+.
Simulations, similar to obtaining Fig. 1 are carried out to investigate the
MSE behaviors of the estimators MˆUBI (d
JS) and MˆTRI (d
JS) of the risk
matrix of the James–Stein estimator dJS. The values of their MSE’s are
given in Table III for p=3, n=3 and t=0.0, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, 10.0,
and it demonstrates that MˆTRI (d
JS) is much better than MˆUBI (d
JS).
The conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem 2 may be restrictive, and the
condition that 1−bp, n > 0 may be hard to check for various estimators dg.
In such cases, a simple non-negative definite and improved estimator is
given by
{MˆUBI (dg)}
+
c=CŒ[[1−2g(W)/W+b(W)]+c E11
+[1−2g(W)/W]+c (I−E11)] C,
where the truncation rule [ · ]+c is defined by (2.12).
Proposition 2. The non-negative definite estimator {MˆUBI (dg)}
+
c is
better than MˆUBI (dg) in terms of the MSE criterion.
The proof is easily obtained as follows: For simplicity, write MˆUBI (dg) by
MˆUBI (dg)=h1(W) CŒE11C+h2(W) CŒE22C, where E22=I−E11, h1(W)=
1−2g(W)/W+b(W) and h2(W)=1−2g(W)/W. Also let Mi=E[hi(W)
CŒEiiC] for i=1, 2, and MI=MI(dg). Then, since MI=E[MˆUBI ]=
M1+M2, the variance of Mˆ
UB
I (dg) is written as
E[tr(MˆUBI −MI)
2]
=E[tr(h1(W) CŒE11C−M1)2]+E[tr(h2(W) CŒE22C−M2)2]
+2E[tr (h1(W) CŒE11C−M1)(h2(W) CŒE22C−M2)Œ]. (2.24)
TABLE III
MSEs of the Estimators MˆUBI (d
JS) and MˆTRI (d
JS) for p=3, n=3,
and t=0.0, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, 10.0
0.0 0.1 0.5 1.0 2.0 5.0 10.0
MˆUBI (d
JS) 2.664 2.664 2.643 2.584 2.292 1.016 0.075
MˆTRI (d
JS) 1.811 1.811 1.799 1.765 1.566 0.724 0.068
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For the first two terms in the r.h.s. of (2.24), the same arguments as
in the proof of Proposition 1 gives that E[tr(hi(W) CŒEiiC−Mi)2] \
E[tr([hi(W)]
+
c CŒEiiC−Mi)2] for i=1, 2. The third term is expressed as
−2E[h1(W) tr CŒE11CM2+h2(W) tr CŒE22CM1]+2trM1M2 since CŒE11CCŒ
E22C=0. For the term −2E[h1(W) tr CŒE11CM2], the difference is
written as
−2E[h1(W) tr CŒE11CM2]−(−2E[[h1(W)]+c tr CŒE11CM2])
=−4E[h1(W) tr CŒE11CM2I(−c [ h1(W) < 0)]
−2E[(h1(W)−c) tr CŒE11CM2I(h1(W) < −c)],
which is non-negative. Similarly, −2E[h2(W) tr CŒE22CM1]− (−2E
[[h2(W)]
+
c tr CŒE22CM1]) \ 0, proving Proposition 2.
Proof of Theorem 2. For simplicity, let A(w)=2w−1g(w) k(w)(Ip−
||X||−2 XXŒ), c(W)=b(W)−2W−1g(W) and h(l)=E[2W−1g(W)]. Then
for b(W) given by (2.17), we have that MˆI(k; dg)=Ip−A(W)+c(W) ||X||−2
XXŒ and MI(dg)=Ip−h(l) Ip+E[b(W) ||X||−2 XXŒ]. Denoting D(MˆI(k))
by
D(MˆI(k))=E[tr{MˆI(k; dg)−MI(dg)}2]
−E[tr{c(W) XXŒ ||X||−2+h(l) Ip−E[b(W) XXŒ ||X||−2]}2],
and noting that tr A(W) c(W) XXŒ/||X||2=0, we observe that
D(MˆI(k))=E 5tr{A(W)}2−2tr A(W) 3c(W) XXŒ||X||2+h(l) Ip
−E 5b(W) XXŒ
||X||2
646
=E[tr{A(W)}2−2 tr A(W){h(l) Ip−E[b(W) XXŒ/||X||2]}]
=E[4(p−1) g2(W) W−2k2(W)−4H(l; X) g(W) W−1k(W)],
(2.25)
where
H(l; X)=(p−1) h(l)−E[b(W)]+||X||−2 XŒE[b(||Y||2 s2/S) YYŒ/||Y||2]X,
(2.26)
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and Y is a random variable independent of X, havingNp(h/s, Ip). Let P be
a p×p orthogonal matrix such that Ph=(||h||, 0, ..., 0)Œ. Also let U=
(U1, ..., Up)Œ=PX and Z=(Z1, ..., Zp)Œ=PY. Then
1
||X||2
XŒE 5b 1 ||Y||2
S/s2
2 YYŒ
||Y||2
6 X= 1
||U||2
UŒE 5b 1 ||Z||2
S/s2
2 ZZŒ
||Z||2
6 U. (2.27)
Noting that Z1, ..., Zp are mutually independent and that Zi has a density
being symmetric on zero for i=2, ..., p, we can see that E[b(||Z||2s2/S)
ZiZj/||Z||2]=0 for i ] j, so that the r.h.s. of the equality in (2.27) is
rewritten as
C
p
i=1
U2i ||U||
−2 E[b(||Z||2 s2/S) Z2i ||Z||
−2]. (2.28)
Here Z21 has non-central chi-square distribution q
2
1(l) with noncentrality
l=||h||2/s2 and one degree of freedom. Also Z2i has central chi-square
distribution q21 for i=2, ..., p. For evaluating (2.28), we note that the
following equality holds: for integrable function h( · ),
E[(q2n)
r h(q2n)]=C(n/2+r){C(n/2)}
−1 2 rE[h(q2n+2r)]
=3(n−2)−1 E[h(q2n−2)] if r=−1,
nE[h(q2n+2)] if r=1,
where q2n designates a random variable having a q
2
n -distribution. Taking
this note and (2.13) into account, we observe that
E 5b 1 ||Z||2
S/s2
2 Z21
||Z||2
6=EJ 5E 5b 1 q21+2J+q2p−1
q2n
2 q21+2J
q21+2J+q
2
p−1
: J66
=EJ 5E 5b 1 q23+2J+q2p−1
q2n
2 1+2J
q23+2J+q
2
p−1
: J66
=EJ 5E 5b 1 q2p+2+2J
q2n
2 1+2J
q2p+2+2J
: J66
=E[b(q2p+2J/q
2
n)(1+2J)/(p+2J)]. (2.29)
Similarly, for i ] 1,
E 5b 1 ||Z||2
S/s2
2 Z2i
||Z||2
6=EJ 5E 5b 1q21+q2p−1+2J
q2n
2 q21
q21+q
2
p−1+2J
: J66
=E[b(q2p+2J/q
2
n)(p+2J)
−1]. (2.30)
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Combining (2.29) and (2.30), we can rewrite (2.27) or (2.28) as
1
||U||2
E 5b 1 ||Z||2
S/s2
2;pi=1 U2iZ2i
||Z||2
6
=
1
||U||2
E 5b 1q2p+2J
q2n
2 (1+2J) U21+;pi=2 U2i
p+2J
6
=
1
||U||2
E 5b 1q2p+2J
q2n
2 2JU21+||U||2
p+2J
6 .
Replacing X with U in H(l; X) given by (2.26), we thus see that
H(l; U)=E 5(p−1) 2q2n
q2p+2J
g 1q2p+2J
q2n
2
−b 1q2p+2J
q2n
2 (p−1)+2J(1−U21/||U||2)
p+2J
6 .
From the condition (b), we get the inequality
H(l; U) [ (p−1) E[g(q2p+2J/q2n) 2q2n/q2p+2J−(p+2J)−1 b(q2p+2J/q2n)]
[ (p−1) bp, n (2.31)
for bp, n given by (2.18).
Applying the IERD method and making the same transformations as in
the proof of Theorem 1, we see from (2.25) that
D(MˆUBI )−D(MˆI(k)) (2.32)
=E 5F.
1
d
dt
34(p−1) g2(W)
W2
k2(tW)−4H(l; U)
g(W)
W
k(tW)4 dt6
=4E 5F.
1
{2(p−1) g2(W) W−2k(tW)
−H(l; U) g(W) W−1} kŒ(tW) Wdt6
\ 4(p−1) E 5F.
1
{2g2(W) W−2k(tW)
−bp, n g(W) W−1} kŒ(tW) Wdt6
=4(p−1) F.
0
Ev 5Fw
0
{2g2(z) z−2k(w)−bp, n g(z) z−1}
×kŒ(w) vfp(vz; l) dz6 dw, (2.33)
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where the inequality in (2.33) follows from the inequality (2.31) and the
condition that kŒ( · ) \ 0. Hence, the r.h.s. of (2.33) is non-negative if, in the
case of kŒ(w) > 0,
k(w) \
bp, n
2
Ev[>w0 {g(z)/z} vfp(vz; l) dz]
Ev[>w0 {g(z)/z}2 vfp(vz; l) dz]
. (2.34)
From the condition (a),
Ev[>w0 {g(z)/z} vfp(vz; l) dz]
Ev[>w0 {g(z)/z}2 vfp(vz; l) dz]
[ sup
0 < z < w
3 z
g(z)
4= w
g(w)
,
so that (2.34) is satisfied by the condition (d), and the proof of Theorem 2
is complete. L
2.4. Other Situations of the Covariance Matrix
It can be shown that results similar to the ones stated in previous
sections hold in the case of known s2=s20. The results can be given by
replacing g(w), f(w) and k(w) in the above statements with g(nw)/n,
f(nw) and k(nw) and by taking n to infinity. More specifically, the MSE
and the MSE matrix of the shrinkage estimator dg={1−g(||X||2)/||X||2} X
with s20=1 are provided by R(dg)=p−E[a(||X||
2)] and M(dg)=Ip+
E[−2g(||X||2) Ip/||X||2+b(||X||2) XXŒ/||X||2] where a(||X||2)=2(p−2) g(||X||2)/
||X||2−g2(||X||2)/||X||2+4gŒ(||X||2) and b(||X||2)=4g(||X||2)/||X||2+g2(||X||2)/
||X||2−4gŒ(||X||2). Letting ap=El=0[a(||X||2)] and bp=supj \ 0 E[2g(q2p+2j)/
q2p+2j−b(qp+2j)/(p+2j)], we can obtain similar results as in Theorems 1
and 2.
Also the results of Theorem 1 can be applied to the case where the
covariance matrix S is fully unknown, that is, X ’Np(h, S) and
S ’Wp(n, S), the Wishart distribution with E[S]=nS. The risk function
of estimator dg={1−g(XŒS−1X)/XŒS−1X} X for invariant loss (dg−h)Œ
S−1(dg−h) is provided by RI(dg)=p−E[a(W)] for W=XŒS−1X and
a(W)=2(p−2) g(W)/W+(n−p+3) g(W)/W−4gŒ(W)−4g(W) gŒ(W),
so that results similar to that of Theorem 1 for this case can be obtained by
replacing n with n−p+1.
3. ESTIMATION OF THE MSE REDUCTION MATRIX AND
ITS TRACE
We here consider estimating the quantity of how much the shrinkage
estimator improves on the ML and UMVU estimator X. One of such
measures is the relative risk difference {ps2−R(dg)}/(ps2)=p−RI(dg),
and its matricial version given by {s2Ip−M(dg)}/s2=Ip−MI(dg). The
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unbiased estimators and the corresponding truncated improved estimators
are similar to the ones given in Section 2.
In this section, we address the problem of estimating risk reductions (risk
gains or risk differences) by the James–Stein estimator in the sense of the
MSE and MSE matrix. The results given here are helpful for providing
non-negative procedures for estimation of the MSE and MSE matrix which
is discussed in the next section.
The MSE reduction and the MSE reduction matrix for dJS are,
respectively, denoted by Rg(dJS)=ps2−R(dJS)=(p−2) kns4E[||X||−2]
and
Mg(dJS)=s2Ip−M(dJS)=kns4E[2 ||X||−2Ip−(p+2) ||X||−4 XXŒ].
The UMVU estimators of them are given by RˆgUB(dJS)=k2S/W and
MˆgUB(dJS)=k(n+2)−1 SW−1{2Ip−(p+2) XXŒ/||X||2}.
Since Mg(dJS) is not necessarily nonnegative definite, we do not require the
non-negative definiteness for estimators of Mg(dJS), but the estimator of
Rg(dJS) should be positive. For improving upon the unbiased estimators,
we consider shrinkage procedures similar to (2.8) and (2.16): Rˆg(f; dJS)=
k2SW−1f(W) and
Mˆg(k; dJS)=k(n+2)−1 SW−1{2k(W) Ip−2k(W) XXŒ/||X||2−pXXŒ/||X||2}
=k(n+2)−1 SW−1CŒ{−pE11+2k(W)(Ip−E11)} C.
The shrinkage function k(w) operates on the (p−1) smallest eigen values
since the first one is the largest and is positive. Then the following theorems
are obtained.
Theorem 3. For p \ 5, assume that
(a) f(w) is nondecreasing and limwQ. f(w)=1,
(b) f(w) \ fTR(w) where fTR(w)=min{1, nw/(n+4)}.
Then Rˆg(f; dJS) dominates RˆgUB(dJS).
Theorem 4. For p \ 5, assume that
(a) k(w) is nondecreasing and limwQ. k(w)=1,
(b) k(w) \ kTR(w) where kTR(w)=min{1, n(n+2) w/[2p(n+4)]}.
Then Mˆg(k; dJS) dominates MˆgUB(dJS).
The condition that p \ 5 guarantees the existence of the MSE’s of
Rˆg(k; dJS) and Mˆg(k; dJS). From the theorems, we get two improved
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truncated estimators: RˆgTR(dg)=Rˆg(fTR; dJS)=kS×min{k/W, n/(n+4)}
and
MˆgTR(dJS)=Mˆg(kTR; dJS)
=k(n+2)−1 SW−1[min{2, n(n+2)[p(n+4)]−1W} Ip
−min{p+2, p+n(n+2)[p(n+4)]−1W} XXŒ/||X||2].
Proof of Theorem 3. Let C(Rˆg(f))=k−2s−4E[(Rˆg(f; dJS)−R(dJS))2].
Then, by the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 1,
C(RˆgUB)−C(Rˆg(f))
=E 5F.
1
d
dt
3S/s2
W
f(tW)−E 5n(n+2) s2
||X||2
642 dt6
=2E 5F.
1
3S/s2
W
f(tW)−E 5n(n+2) s2
||X||2
64 S/s2
W
fŒ(tW) W dt6
\ 2 F.
0
Ev 5 F vw
0
{v2x−1f(w)−n(n+2)/(p−2)}
×v2x−1fŒ(w) fp(x; l) dx6 dw
=2 F.
0
Ev 5F vw
0
x−1fp(x; l) dxv2 3 >vw0 x−2fp(x; l) dx>vw0 x−1fp(x; l) dx v2f(w)−nk46
×fŒ(w) dw
\ 2 inf
w
3Ev 5F vw
0
x−1fp(x; l) dx×v2{vf(w)/w−n/k}6 fŒ(w)4
where the first inequality follows from the condition (a) and the fact that
El[s2/||X||2] [ 1/(p−2). Note that >vw0 x−1fp(x; l) dx is increasing in v and
that q(v)=v2{vf(w)/w−n/k} has one sign change, that is, there is some v0
such that q(v) [ 0 for 0 < v [ v0 and q(v) > 0 for v > v0. Then we can see
that
Ev 5F vw
0
x−1fp(x; l) dx×v2{vf(w)/w−n/k}6
\ 3 F v0w
0
x−1fp(x; l) dx4×Ev[v2{vf(w)/w−n/k}]
(for instance, see Kubokawa (1998b)). This inequality implies that
C(RˆgUB)−C(Rˆg(f)) \ 0 if, in the case of fŒ(w) > 0, Ev[v3f(w)/w−v2n/
(p−2)] \ 0, which is satisfied by the condition (b), and Theorem 3 is
proved. L
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Proof of Theorem 4. Denote D(Mˆg(k))=E[tr{Mˆg(k; dJS)−Mg(dJS)}2]/
(k2s4), and let h(l)=E[s2 ||X||−2] and H(l)=s2E[||X||−4 XXŒ]. Then,
similar to the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3,
D(MˆgUB)−D(Mˆg(k))
=4E 5F.
1
d
dt
3 p−1
(n+2)2
S2/s4
W2
k2(tW)−
n
n+2
[2(p−1) h(l)
−(p+2){h(l)− ||X||−2 XŒH(l) X}] S/s
2
W
k(tW)4 dt6
=4E 5F.
1
32 p−1
(n+2)2
S2/s4
W2
k(tW)−
n
n+2
[2(p−1) h(l)
−(p+2){h(l)− ||X||−2 XŒH(l) X}] S/s
2
W
4 kŒ(tW) W dt6
\ 4E 5F.
1
32 p−1
(n+2)2
S2/s4
W2
k(tW)−
n
n+2
p−1
p
S
W
4 kŒ(tW) W dt6 ,
since from (2.20) and (2.31),
EY[2(p−1) ||Y||−2−(p+2){||Y||−2−||X||−2 ||Y||−4 XŒYYŒX}]
[ (p−1) EY[2 ||Y||−2−p+2(p+2J)−1 ||Y||−2]
[ (p−1) sup
j
p−2+4j
(p+2j)(p−2+2j)
=
p−1
p
.
Similar to the proof of Theorem 3, it can be verified that D(MˆgUB)−
D(Mˆg(k)) \ 0 if, in the case of kŒ(w) > 0, Ev[2(p−1) v3k(w)/w−(n+2)
n(p−1) v2/p] \ 0, which is satisfied by the condition (b), and we get
Theorem 4. L
4. ESTIMATION OF THE MSE AND THE MSE MATRIX
In Section 2, the estimation of the scale invariant MSE and MSE matrix
is treated. In the situation of constructing confidence sets based on the
Stein-rule estimators, the non-scale-invariant measure, namely the usual
MSE R(dJS) and MSE matrix M(dJS) need to be estimated. This issue of
the estimation is a bit different from that of estimating the scale-invariant
MSE matrix MI(dJS) and its trace RI(dJS), for the parameter space of the
usual MSE is a whole space of positive real numbers and zero respectively,
that is, it is not restricted to any interval of positive numbers far from zero.
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Although the unbiased estimator of the MSE has an undesirable property
of taking negative values, we could not apply the arguments used in
Section 2 to develop any positive improved estimator of it. Of course, the
unbiased estimator can be improved on by being truncated at zero. It is,
however, not practical to estimate MSE by zero. A usual confidence set
based on the James–Stein estimator may be of the form (dJS−h)Œ
Mˆ−1(dJS−h) [ c where c is a positive constant and Mˆ is an estimator of
E[(dJS−h)(dJS−h)Œ]=s2MI(dJS)=M(dJS). When a zero-truncated esti-
mator is used for M(dJS), it has a singularity with a positive probability,
and so we could not construct any meaningful confidence sets.
In this section, we propose positive and positive definite estimators of the
MSE R(dJS) and the MSE matrix M(dJS) which are made from the
estimation of the MSE reduction Rg(dJS) and reduction matrix Mg(dJS).
Although the preference of such procedures is not verified analytically, they
have practical sense.
The UMVU estimators of R(dJS) and M(dJS) are described, respectively,
by RˆUB(dJS)=pS/n−k2S/W and
MˆUB(dJS)=S/nIp−k(n+2)−1 SW−1{2Ip−(p+2) XXŒ/||X||2},
which have drawbacks of taking negative values with positive probability.
The results of Theorems 3 and 4 lead us to propose the following truncated
estimators: RˆMSE(dJS)=S/n×max{p−k2n/W, p−kn2/(n+4)} and
MˆMSE(dJS)=
S
n
max 31− 2nk
n+2
1
W
, 1−
kn2
p(n+4)
4 Ip
+
k
n+2
S
W
min 3p+2, p+n(n+2)
p(n+4)
W4 XXŒ
||X||2
,
which are positive and positive-definite, since p−kn2(n+4)−1 is always
greater than zero. Although their improvements are not guaranteed ana-
lytically, they will be good candidates for practical uses.
Another choice of getting positive or positive definite estimators is to
apply Propositions 1 and 2, which yield almost surely positive or positive
definite procedures, and they are guaranteed to improve upon the UMVU
estimators.
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